
The PGL experience doesn’t stop at dinner time. Our packed evening activity programme will keep your 
group entertained right up until bedtime, providing them with adventures from sunrise to sunset!

AMBUSHAMBUSH
If you love hide and seek, you’ll adore 
Ambush which takes this popular group 
game and ramps it up an extra notch! 
After sundown your group will split into 
small teams, with one team hiding within 
the centre grounds, leaving a trail for their 
competitors to follow. Great for developing 
strategic and team building skills. Ambush 
is usually run in the dark, and torches are 
advised. Available September to March.

        
        
        
        

ARCHERY TAGARCHERY TAG
Let the battle commence! Archery with a 
twist - you are aiming for each other! In 
this game of skill and teamwork you are 
equipped with foam tipped arrows to battle 
it out in action packed games. You will do 
some basic skills training before entering 
the arena to see who comes out victorious! 
Available March to September, Archery Tag 
is also a daytime activity.

        
        
        
        

ARTS AND CRAFTSARTS AND CRAFTS
After a busy day in the great outdoors, 
our Arts & Crafts session offers the perfect 
chance to relax and socialise with friends, 
while creating a keepsake to take home. 
Choose from a selection of arts and craft 
activities; from rock painting to creating 
friendship bracelets. The ideal way to 
unwind and flex your creativity! 

        
        
        
        

BALLOON SPLASHBALLOON SPLASH
Each team completes a series of challenges 
or games to earn coins that will allow them 
to purchase items from a mystery box! 
Teams will then work closely together to 
create the best contraption to protect their 
water balloon from destruction. 

        
        
        

        

CAMPFIRECAMPFIRE
The ultimate way to enjoy the great 
outdoors as a group! Enjoy a campfire 
tailored to your requirements. Get hands-
on constructing your campfire during the 
day, and it will be lit ready for you to enjoy 
in the evening. If your group loves to sing or 
simply relax with some games around the 
campfire, our team can cater for all ages in 
the idyllic settings of our campfires. 

*if you wish to request a solo campfire 
please do so through the reservations 
team.

        

        

        

        

CAPTURE THE FLAGCAPTURE THE FLAG
An inclusive, high-energy game in which 
teams work together to capture the 
opposing team’s flag, while avoiding being 
captured or losing their own! The key to 
this game is pre-planning, communication 
and teamwork. Available mid-March to 
September.
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Little canadaLittle canada
Evening Activities

Active / Energetic Creative Teamwork/ Communication Planning/Problem Solving



CERAMIC PAINTINGCERAMIC PAINTING
Release your inner artist and get creative 
painting an item from our selection of 
ceramic pieces. Each guest will have the 
chance to decorate one item to take home 
with them. A relaxing and sociable evening 
session.

        
        
        
        

CLUEDOCLUEDO
Team PGL need help to solve a great 
mystery onsite! Groups are given a map 
with locations of characters on, and a 
score card to find out who committed the 
crime! In groups they’ll work to locate the 
character somewhere onsite and have a task 
to complete to receive information about 
the suspect. This game can take place in the 
evening, so torches are advised. 

        

        

        

DISCODISCO
A popular last evening session, your group 
will enjoy learning the moves to popular hits, 
and singing their hearts out to some old 
classics with their friends. A fun and sociable 
evening. 

*if you wish to request a solo disco please 
do so through the reservations team.

        
        

KARAOKEKARAOKE
Do you fancy yourself as the next Ed 
Sheeran or Adele? Or, perhaps you and 
your friends are forming the next big band? 
Sing your heart out either solo or with your 
friends, with a little help from our new and 
improved karaoke app. Your song choices 
are endless!

LASER TAGLASER TAG
The wide-open landscapes at our UK 
adventure centres offer the ultimate 
backdrop to a team laser tag battle. 
Working in teams, your group will head off 
equipped with their own laser gun and vest. 
They’ll develop team tactics, communication 
skills, and a steady hand as they duel to 
come out the triumphant team! Laser Tag is 
also a daytime activity.

        
        
         

PASSPORT TO THE WORLDPASSPORT TO THE WORLD
Hop aboard PGL airlines to take a trip 
around the world! Here, groups are given a 
map with a mixture of country flags located 
around the site. Each country has a plaque 
located on the point on the map. The 
plaques have questions to answer related 
to that country, which must all be answered 
correctly before returning to base. It might 
be dark when this activity takes place, so 
torches are advised. 
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PGL TOURNAMENTPGL TOURNAMENT
At PGL Tournament guests will play a series 
of exciting team games and complete 
a selection of individual challenges 
to determine which team is the best! 
Challenges include: Basketball Shoot, 
Human Skittle and Ultimate Frisbee.

        
        
        

        

PHOTO CHALLENGEPHOTO CHALLENGE
Time to challenge your creativity! During our 
Photo Challenge you’ll be provided with a 
list of challenges to complete and capture 
via photo or video. The harder to capture 
images will win more points, so you’ll need 
to work as a team and think outside the box 
with these ones! Time is ticking, as group’s 
have an allotted time to complete all the 
photo challenges, adding on the pressure! 

        
        
        
        

SILENT DISCOSILENT DISCO
Bring all the fun of a normal disco but with 
the added extra of being able to pick the 
tunes you like! Party the evening away 
with your friends and don’t be mistaken for 
thinking this disco will be silent, sing like 
nobody is listening and dance like nobody is 
watching!

        

        

QUIZQUIZ
In teams, groups are set Q&A-style 
challenges with lots of interaction and plenty 
of variety to keep them motivated, and 
maximise participation.
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A PGL team member will lead each session. Please ensure there is at least one supervising adult from your group present 
to support your Evening Activity programme. All activities are suitable for large or small groups unless otherwise stated.                  

The Evening Activity sessions are 1 hour long except Archery Tag and Laser Tag which are 1 1/2 hrs.
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